Rolla Missouri Kennel Club Inc. (2)
9/23/2016

SWEEPSTAKES
PULIK

JUDGE: Mr Cledith M Wakefield

**PULIK, Junior Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.**

(25) **LAMBAK I SPY D'WINNER.** DN451601/03. 12/03/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By Ch Schickedanz's Flyin' Wicket CDX HT-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. **OWNER:** Sandra K Schickedanz.

1/BSJB/BSS Kathy Allen. By GCh Ch Wyldmor Carry Me Over-Ch Szep Apati Varazs. **OWNER:** Laurel Cain Denk & Marc & Christian Denk & Vera Cain.

**PULIK, Senior Dogs 15 Mos & Under 18 Mos.**

(21) **BUBBLETON POINT OF NO RETURN.** DN436271/01. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Anderson. By CH Bubbleton Agent Orange CH Tincezes-Kincsem Juliska. **OWNER:** Glen VanDerHart & Leslie Stallings.

**PULIK, Senior Bitches 15 Mos & Under 18 Mos.**

(22) **LAMBAK HERE COMES TROUBLE.** DN428243/01. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By GChB Ch Wallbanger It's All In The Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. **OWNER:** Sandra K Schickedanz.

(26) **LAMBAK THE TROUBLE WITH TRIBBLES.** DN428243/02. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra Schickedanz. By Ch Wallbanger It's All in the Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper of Camelot. **OWNER:** Elizabeth Saint Onge and Sandra Schickedanz.

VETERANS SWEEPSTAKES
PULIK

**PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs.**


(47) **CH WALLBANGER FRINGE.** DN226048/05. 02/01/2008. BREEDER: Ann Bowley & Don & Beverly Zeman. By Ch Applegates 'All Tuckered Out'-Ch Accordingly Wallbanger Panni. **OWNER:** Ann Bowley & Don & Beverly Zeman.

**PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 10 Yrs & Older.**

19 **CH SPINDRIFT'S PRIME TIME.** DN092011/01. 11/12/2004. BREEDER: Mary Wakeman DVM. By Ch Szeder's Slingshot-Ch Szeder's Fashion Trend. **OWNER:** Brian Brubaker and Alece Coulman.

**PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs.**

(18) **GCH CH SZEDER'S LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE.** DN205293/01. 11/21/2007. BREEDER: Mary Wakeman DVM. By Ch Raggmopp Here Comes Tibor CD-Szeder's
Summer Solstice. OWNER: Alece Coulman & Brian Brubaker & Mary Wakeman DVM.

PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 10 Yrs & Older.


REGULAR CLASSES

PULIK

JUDGE: Mrs Rita Holloway

PULIK, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.

1 33 VADROZSA BACK TO THE FUTURE. DN441447/01. 10/21/2015. BREEDER: Kathy Allen. By GCh Ch Wyldmor Carry Me Over-Ch Szep Apati Varazs. OWNER: Laurel Cain Denk&Marc & Christian Denk& Vera Cain.

PULIK, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs.

1/R 21 BUBBLETON POINT OF NO RETURN. DN436271/01. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Anderson. By CH Bubbleton Agent Orange-CH Tincses-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Glen VanDerHart & Leslie Stallings.

PULIK, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs.

2 7 VADROZSA HOTTER THAN A HABANERO. DN397666/01. 05/20/2014. BREEDER: Kathy Allen. By Gch Ch Wyldmor Moonshadow's Carry Me Over-Ch Szep Apati Varazs. OWNER: Ross & Kathy Allen.

1 25 LAMBAK I SPY D'WINNER. DN451601/03. 12/03/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By Ch Schickedanz's Flyin' Wicket CDX HT-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.

PULIK, American-Bred Dogs.

1 45 MOONSHADOW WYLDGOR ANYTHING GOES. DN311728/01. 06/05/2011. BREEDER: Barbara Pessina & Patty Anspach. By Ch Wyldmor Unscripted-Ch Moonshadow Topsy T urine. OWNER: Paula Van Laanen & Barbara Pessina.

PULIK, Open Dogs.

1/W/BW 5 BUBBLETON THUNDERSTRUCK. DN430845/01. 12/10/2014. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn. By Bubbleton Agent Orange-Bubbleton Told You So. OWNER: Barbara Pessina.


PULIK, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.


PULIK, Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches.

1 8 BUBBLETON MOONGLOW OVER NIAGARA. DN436271/02. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Andersen. By Bubbleton Agent Orange-Tincses-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Suzette Martz & Barbara Pessina.

2 26 LAMBAK THE TROUBLE WITH TRIBBLES. DN428243/02. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra Schickedanz. By Ch Wallbanger It's All in the Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper of Camelot. OWNER: Elizabeth Saint Onge and Sandra Schickedanz.

PULIK, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches.

A 30 MOONSHADOW MIND YOUR BUSINESS. DN375913/01. 04/25/2013. BREEDER: Barbara & Russell Pessina. By Ch Moonshadows Mind Over Matter-Ch Moonshadows
Ain't No Angel. **OWNER: Barbara & Russell Pessina.**

1/W **36 BOKAR BITTERSWEET.** DN397744/02. 03/11/2014. BREEDER: Margaret R Witwer & Carolyn Nusbickel. By Ch Bokar Simon Says-Gch Ch Weatherby's A Piece Of Cake. **OWNER: Carolyn Nusbickel & Margaret R Witwer.**

A **38 NOE BARKAJA KOTEL HEGY KECSKE.** DN406205/01. 05/16/2014. BREEDER: Linda Meakin DVM and Cindy Boright. By Ch Kitriana's Pride-Ch Bhaven's Kicsi Kekito. **OWNER: Dr. Linda Meakin.**

**PULIK, American-Bred Bitches.**

1/R **22 LAMBAK HERE COMES TROUBLE.** DN428243/01. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By GchB Ch Wallbanger It's All In The Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. **OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.**

**PULIK, Veteran Dogs.**


1 **47 CH WALLBANGER FRINGE.** DN226048/05. 02/01/2008. BREEDER: Ann Bowley & Don & Beverly Zeman. By Ch Applegates 'All Tuckered Out'-Ch Accordingly Wallbanger Panni. **OWNER: Ann Bowley & Don & Beverly Zeman.**

**PULIK, Veteran Bitches.**


2 **32 KONOK-KUNOK PULIJA FUTAR.** DN151586/01. 05/27/2006. BREEDER: Bacskaine Takacs Eva. By Szentmihalyi-Szano Eszes-Szentmihalyi-Szabo Jacint. **OWNER: Eva & Kevin Clinton.**

**PULIK, Best of Breed Competition.**


15 **CH SZENTMIHALYI-SZABO MIKSA RN CGC.** DN366751/01. 12/08/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Katalin Ivanyi Szabone. By Szentmihalyi-Szabo Oliver-Szentmihalyi Szabo Virgonc. **OWNER: Larry & Gail Schroth.**


**SEL** **17 CG MOONSHADOW MIND GMAES.** DN375913/03. 04/25/2013. Dog. BREEDER:
Barbara & Russ Pessina. By Ch Moonshadows Mind Over Matter-Ch Moonshadows Aint No Angel. **OWNER: Stacy Gail Czekaj & Barbara Pennina.**

**SEL 18 GCH CH SZEDER'S LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE.** DN205293/01. 11/21/2007. Bitch. BREEDER: Mary Wakeman DVM. By Ch Raggmopp Here Comes Tibor CD-Szeder's Summer Solstice. **OWNER: Alece Coulman & Brian Brubaker & Mary Wakeman DVM.**


**AM 23 GCH CH BOWMAKER RED WHITE & BLUE CGCA.** DN285565/01. 06/24/2010. Dog. BREEDER: Sherry Gibson. By GCH CH Wyldmor Unscripted-Ch Bowmaker Almost An Angel. **OWNER: Glen VanDerHart & Leslie Stallings.**


**AM 41 CH WEATHERBY'S ROUGH RIDER.** DN397744/01. 03/11/2014. Dog. BREEDER: Margaret Witwer & Carolyn S. Nusbickel. By Ch Bokar Simon Says-Ch Weatherby's A Piece of Cake. **OWNER: Margaret Witwer.**

Sweepstakes

PULIK

JUDGE: Mr Thomas Motter

PULIK, Junior Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.

25) LAMBK I SPY D'WINNER. DN451601/03. 12/03/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By Ch Schickedanz's Flyin' Wicket CDX HT-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.

1/BSJB


PULIK, Senior Dogs 15 Mos & Under 18 Mos.

21) BUBBLETON POINT OF NO RETURN. DN436271/01. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Andersen. By CII Bubbleton Agent Orange-CH Tinceses-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Glen VanDerHart & Leslie Stallings.

1/BSRB/BSS


A

PULIK, Senior Bitches 15 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

8) BUBBLETON MOONGLOW OVER NIAGARA. DN436271/02. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Andersen. By Bubbleton Agent Orange-Tinceses-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Suzette Martz & Barbara Pessina.

2/OSRB

22) LAMBK HERE COMES TROUBLE. DN428243/01. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By GchB Ch Wallbanger It's All In The Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.

1/OSRB

26) LAMBK THE TROUBLE WITH TRIBBLES. DN428243/02. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra Schickedanz. By Ch Wallbanger It's All in the Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper of Camelot. OWNER: Elizabeth Saint Onge and Sandra Schickedanz.

Veterans Sweepstakes

PULIK

PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs.


3


2


PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 10 Yrs & Older .

19 CH SPI NDRI FT S' PRIME TIME. DN092011/01. 11/12/2004. 1 BREEDER: Mary Wakeman DVM. By Ch Szeder's Slingshot-Ch Szeder's Fashion Trend. OWNER: Brian Brubaker and Alece Coulman.

PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs .

(18) GCH CH SZEDER'S LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE. DN205293/01. 11/21/2007. BREEDER: Mary Wakeman DVM. By Ch Raggmopp Here Comes Tibor CD-Szeder's Summer Solstice. OWNER: Alece Coulman & Brian Brubaker & Mary Wakeman DVM.

PULIK, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 10 Yrs & Older .

(32) KONOK-KUNOK PULIA FUTAR. DN151586/01. 05/27/2006. 1/BSV00 BREEDER: Bacskaione Takacs Eva. By Szentmihalyi-Szabo Eszes-Szentmihalyi-Szabo Jacint. OWNER: Eva & Kevin Clinton.

REGULAR CLASSES

PULIK

JUDGE: Mrs Nancy Liebes

PULIK, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .

1 33 VADROZSA BACK TO THE FUTURE. DN441447/01. 10/21/2015. BPY BREEDER: Kathy Allen. By GCh Ch Wyldmor Carry Me Over-Ch Szep Apati Varazs. OWNER: Laurel Cain Denk&Marc & Christian Cain.

PULIK, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs .

1 21 BUBBLETON POINT OF NO RETURN. DN436271/01. 06/05/2015. 1 BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Anderson. By CH Bubbleton Agent Orange-CH Tinces-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Glen VanDerHart & Leslie Stallings.

PULIK, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs .

2 7 VADROZSA HOTTER THAN A HABANERO. DN397666/01. 05/20/2014. BREEDER: Kathy Allen. By Gch Ch Wyldmor Moonshadow's Carry Me Over-Ch Szep Apati Varazs. OWNER: Ross & Kathy Allen.

1 25 LAMBAK I SPY D'WINNER. DN451601/03. 12/03/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By Ch Schickedanz's Flyin' Wicket CDX HT-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.

PULIK, American-Bred Dogs .

A 45 MOONSHADOW WYLDGOR ANYTHING GOES. DN311728/01. 06/05/2011. BREEDER: Barbara Pessina & Patty Anschach. By Ch Wyldmor Unscripted-Ch Moonshadow Topsy Turvee. OWNER: Paula Van Laanen & Barbara Pessina.

PULIK, Open Dogs .
5 BUBBLETON THUNDERSTRUCK. DN430845/01. 12/10/2014. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn. By Bubbleton Agent Orange-Bubbleton Told You So. OWNER: Barbara Pessina.


PULIK, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.


PULIK, Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches.

1/R 8 BUBBLETON MOONGLOW OVER NIAGARA. DN436271/02. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Andersen. By Bubbleton Agent Orange-Tinceses-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Suzette Martz & Barbara Pessina.

EX 26 LAMBAK THE TROUBLE WITH TRIBBLES. DN428243/02. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra Schickedanz. By Ch Wallbanger It's All in the Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper of Camelot. OWNER: Elizabeth Saint Onge and Sandra Schickedanz.

PULIK, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches.


2 38 NOE BARKAJA KOTEL HEGY KECSKE. DN406205/01. 05/16/2014. BREEDER: Linda Meakin DVM and Cindy Boright. By Ch Kitriana's Pride-Ch Bhaven's Kicsi Kekito. OWNER: Dr. Linda Meakin.

PULIK, American-Bred Bitches.

1 22 LAMBAK HERE COMES TROUBLE. DN428243/01. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By GchB Ch Wallbanger It's All In The Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.

PULIK, Veteran Dogs.


1 47 CH WALLBANGER FRINGE. DN226048/05. 02/01/2008. BREEDER: Ann Bowley & Don & Beverly Zeman. By Ch Applegates
'All Tuckered Out'-Ch Accordingly Wallbanger Panni. **OWNER: Ann Bowley & Don & Beverly Zeman.**

**PULIK, Veteran Bitches**


32 **KONOK-KUNOK PULIJA FUTAR.** DN151586/01. 05/27/2006. BREEDER: Bacskaine Takacs Eva. By Szentmihalyi-Szabo Eszes-Szentmihalyi-Szabo Jacint. **OWNER: Eva & Kevin Clinton.**

**PULIK, Best of Breed Competition**


15 **CH SZENTMIHALYI-SZABO MIKSA RN CGC.** DN366751/01. 12/08/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Katalin Ivanyi Szabone. By Szentmihalyi-Szabo Oliver-Szentmihalyi Szabo Virgonc. **OWNER: Larry & Gail Schrot.**


17 **CG MOONSHADOW MIND GMAES.** DN375913/03. 04/25/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Barbara & Russ Pessina. By Ch Moonshadows Mind Over Matter-Ch Moonshadows Aint No Angel. **OWNER: Stacy Gail Czekaj & Barbara Pennina.**

18 **GCH CH SZEDER'S LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE.** DN205293/01. 11/21/2007. Bitch. BREEDER: Mary Wakeman DVM. By Ch Raggmopp Here Comes Tibor CD-Szeder's Summer Solstice. **OWNER: Alece Coulman & Brian Brubaker & Mary Wakeman DVM.**


23 **GCH CH BOWMAKER RED WHITE & BLUE CGCA.** DN285565/01. 06/24/2010. Dog. BREEDER: Sherry Gibson. By GCH CH Wyldmor Unscripted-Ch Bowmaker Almost An Angel. **OWNER: Glen VanDerHart & Leslie Stallings.**


Jefferson County KC of Missouri Inc.(2)
9/25/2016

PULIK
JUDGE: Mrs Lesley E Hiltz

PULIK, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .

1 33 VADROZSA BACK TO THE FUTURE. DN441447/01. 10/21/2015. BREEDER: Kathy Allen. By GCh Ch Wyldmor Carry Me Over-Ch Szep Apati Varazs. OWNER: Laurel Cain
Denk&Marc & Christian Denk& Vera Cain.
PULIK, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs .

1 21 BUBBLETON POINT OF NO RETURN. DN436271/01. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Andersen. By CH Bubbleton Agent Orange-CH Tinceses-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Glen VanDerHart & Leslie Stallings.
PULIK, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs .

1 7 VADROZSA HOTTER THAN A HABANERO. DN397666/01. 05/20/2014. BREEDER: Kathy Allen. By Gch Ch Wyldmor Moonshadow's Carry Me Over-Ch Szep Apati Varazs. OWNER: Ross & Kathy Allen.

A 25 LAMBAK I SPY D'WINNER. DN451601/03. 12/03/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By Ch Schickedanz's Flyin' Wicket CDX HT-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.
PULIK, American-Bred Dogs .

A 45 MOONSHADOW WYLDMDR ANYTHING GOES. DN311728/01. 06/05/2011. BREEDER: Barbara Pessina & Patty Anspach. By Ch Wyldmor Unscripted-Ch Moonshadow Topsy Turvee. OWNER: Paula Van Laanen & Barbara Pessina.
PULIK, Open Dogs .

1/W/BW 5 BUBBLETON THUNDERSTRUCK. DN430845/01. 12/10/2014. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn. By Bubbleton Agent Orange-Bubbleton Told You So. OWNER: Barbara Pessina.

PULIK, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .

PULIK, Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches .

1 8 BUBBLETON MOONGLOW OVER NIAGARA. DN436271/02. 06/05/2015. BREEDER: Jesper Ravn & Klaus Andersen. By Bubbleton Agent Orange-Tinceses-Kincsem Juliska. OWNER: Suzette Martz & Barbara Pessina.

A 26 LAMBAK THE TROUBLE WITH TRIBBLES. DN428243/02. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra Schickedanz. By Ch Wallbanger It's All in the Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper of Camelot. OWNER: Elizabeth Saint Onge and Sandra Schickedanz.
PULIK, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches .


A 34 LAMBAK TEST OF TIME. DN451601/02. 12/03/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By CH Schickedanz's Flyin' Wicket CDX HT-CH Lambak Keeper of Camelot. OWNER:

2  38 NOE BARKAJA KOTE Hegy Kecske. DN406205/01. 05/16/2014. BREEDER: Linda Meakin DVM and Cindy Boright. By Ch Kitriana's Pride-Ch Bhaven's Kicsi Kekito. OWNER: Dr. Linda Meakin.

PULIK, American-Bred Bitches.

1/W  22 LAMB AK HERE COMES TROUBLE. DN428243/01. 04/26/2015. BREEDER: Sandra K Schickedanz. By Gch B Ch Wallbanger It's All In The Genes-Ch Lambak Keeper Of Camelot. OWNER: Sandra K Schickedanz.

PULIK, Best of Breed Competition.


BB/G2  43 CH CORDMAKER MISTER BLUE SKY. DN438846/01. 01/19/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Sue Huebner. By Cordmaker Here Comes Floyd-Ch Cordmaker Topsy Turvey. OWNER: E Charles